Ball Conditioner Products
ZOT “GlossBoss” Coin-Op Ball Conditioner
#420397

Scrolling Color Message & Advertising Display

ZOT is pleased to introduce the all-new feature rich “GlossBoss” Ball Conditioner …
a Coin-Operated machine that can generate revenues for your center or pro-shop …
even when you’re not there.
If you’re interested in adding $7,686* revenue or $7,120* profit to your bottom line
… it can happen with a ZOT “GlossBoss” Coin Operated Ball Conditioner.
*Figures based on centers with a 1000 registered winter league season bowlers.
Call ZOT at 1-800-525-8116 and ask for a copy of revenue reports.

Customer Friendly Display

Ball Conditioner
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Bill Acceptor
Electronic Coin Validator

Easy to Program Control Box

Mechanical Compound Advance System

Unique Easy-Adjust Buffer Shaft
Buffer Pressure Meter
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GlossBoss Buffing Compound
# 420416 (two blocks per box)

Buffing Wheel

•

• Longest lasting buffing wheel in the industry.
• Superior compound transfer to buffing wheel and ball.
• Non-corrosive black powder coated steel hub.

•

•

Same formula that major bowling ball manufacturers use to
factory finish new bowling balls
Designed and formulated to give a superior polish to all bowling ball compositions including: Urethane, Reactive,
Particle, Plastic and Rubber.
Date stamped for shelf-life verification
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#820017

Note:
Always check the condition of the spacers when replacing the buffer wheel.

Lustre King Spacer Kit #420374
Lustre Kleen Spacer Kit #420374

Ball Conditioner Products
Yes…you can make money with a
Ball Conditioner
If you’re not making money with your ball conditioner
…it’s because:

Features and Benefits
Customer Friendly Display: The customer display screen
shows price, money’s deposited, cycle-time and cycletime remaining, plus house-ball and Sold-out modes.
Four Easy-to-Program Price Levels: A simple two-button operation. Hold down one button and pulse the
other until the illuminated LCD’s on the Display panel
show the desired Price levels This feature enables you
to periodically increase the price as and when desired.
Four Easy-to-Program Run Times: A simple two-button
operation. Enables you to adjust the run times to maximize revenues and the number of users.
Electronic Coin Validator: Programmable for promotional tokens and single coins of any denomination
(e.g. Quarters or Dollar Coins in the US) and most currencies, subject to size (maximum 34mm diameter and
3.4mm thick).
Bill Acceptor: ZOT’s internally mounted Bill Acceptor
will typically increase machine usage anywhere from
15 – 30 percent. A ZOT Bill Acceptor also reduces the
frequency in making change for customers, and
makes cashing out the machine easier.
Mechanical Compound Advance System: A time tested proven system makes it easy to maintain a high
quality polish without the constant need for adjustment and readjustment.
Easy-Adjust Buffer Shaft: Enables you to easily set
the buffing wheel adjustment correctly and guarantee
the Ball Conditioner “Really Polishes Bowling Balls”,
ball after ball after ball. Simply loosen six bolts and
rotate a calibrated jackscrew each time the compound block is replaced.

Ball Conditioner in Adjustment: This is really easy to do, yet it’s
the number one reason ball conditioners do not yield their potential in terms of revenues and profits. If a ball conditioner does not
polish balls, bowlers won’t use it. It’s as simple as that.
Promotion, Promotion, Promotion: Typically a ball conditioner is
used by about 6 percent of bowlers a week, providing of course,
the unit functions properly. With just a little promotion, this percentage can be substantially increased.
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Introducing the ZOT GlossBoss II
#420398
If you have a small center, or a center with a minimal number of league bowlers (e.g.
350 or fewer) or are simply just not ready to invest in a machine that includes all the
bells and whistles, ZOT’s new GlossBoss II may be just the answer.
The GlossBoss II is identical to the GlossBoss except the Scrolling Message Display
has been replaced with a Static Sign, and it does not include an Electronic Coin
Validator, relying instead on just the Bill Acceptor. The GlossBoss II retains the same
high polishing performance as the original machine – and all for a price tag that is
more than 20-percent less than a GlossBoss.
Customer Friendly Display:
with LCD display for Price, Coin Intake,
Cycle Time Paid, & Cycle Time Remaining
Easy to Program
Control Box:
enables programming
and management of
Four Price and Run
Time (Gloss) Levels.

Bill Acceptor:
that typically
increases machine
usage by 15-30%

Mechanical Compound
Advance System:
The industries
most popular and
dependable Compound
Advance System

Buffer Pressure Meter:
along with ZOT’s
Unique Easy-Adjust
Buffer Shaft makes
setting buffer pressure
easy and guarantees a
great polish for your
bowlers … every time.

Double-ended Bearing Support on Buffing Wheel:
Makes wheel replacement easy and yields a smooth
running operation without the tricky balancing exercise
required with older machines.
Scrolling Message and Advertising Display: This easy
to program multi-color digital display enables centers
to develop their own promotional and advertising messages to their customers.
Buffer Pressure Meter: Takes the guesswork out of
measuring the pressure between the buffing wheel
and surface of bowling ball for optimal ball polishing
performance.

“It only takes ‘ONE’ ball polish a day to pay for a
GlossBoss II machine.”

ZOT Ball Conditioner Restoration and Conversion Kits
If you’re not quite ready for a GlossBoss or GlossBoss II but have an old ball
conditioner that’s not functioning, ZOT manufactures restoration and conversion kits that are compatible to most brands’ ball-conditioners.
For more details, go to www.zotpinstter.com or call 1-800-525-8116

Call ZOT at 1-800-525-8116 for more details
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Ball Conditioner

You don’t have one
The one you have is out of order
The one you have doesn’t polish balls
You’re charging a 1950’s/1960’s price
You don’t have a ZOT “GlossBoss” Ball Conditioner

Promoting your Ball Conditioner Pay Attention and Keep the

